
 

 

 

 

Tilting device RU-MSA-K  

Description of the work routine: 
 
 
 
Will manufactured tilting device RU-MSA-K description of the work routine the facade 
components on workbenches RU-MSA in line, and must in the end of the production line 
from the tables be removed.   
In addition the tilting device RU-MSA-K is there placed laterally of the line mobile.   
In the following the expiration is described for the withdrawal of an element.  Fig. 1 and fig. 
2 show like the tilting device by the side under the element are pushed. 
 

 
Fig. 1 

 

 



 
Fig.  2 

 

 
Fig. 3 



In the next step, as in fig. 3 to be seen is, the stroke mechanism is operated and the 
element is taken off from the workbenches. 
 
Now the element to be seen as in fig. 4 on the telescope arms of the tilting device lying 
pulled against the setting up angles and/or as in this execution shown against the setting 
up roller conveyor. 
 

 
Fig. 4 

 

Before the element can be tilted now, the tilting device as well as the element must to be 
seen as into fig. 5 something by the workbenches to be away-driven. 
 



 
Fig. 5 

 

 
Fig.  6 



On fig.6 the element is then brought to over the tilting device into one almost vertical 
position (83°) and can be removed then from the device.   
 
Removing can take place on several ways: 

1. To place or ship directly it an existing crane used around the element into a buffer 
area.   

2. The element is pushed over the optional setting up roller conveyor into a roller 
conveyor buffer and shipped then over a bridging device RU-VL....  This variant is 
possible however only with suitable elements, which should not exceed also a 
weight from 200 to 300 kg.   

3. In the operating range of the tilting device a conveyor rail is attached at the cover, in 
which 2 crane loops are up-hung in transport cart.  The crane loops are enough to 
scarce over the soil and on the right of and left into the free standing ends of the 
element are pushed in.  Now if the stroke of the tilting device is moved downward, 
the element in the two crane loops hangs and can be pushed over the rail system 
into the dispatch department.  There it is to be buffered again possible some 
elements in a station and be shipped over an appropriate stroke lowering station in 
the rail system. 

 

 
Side view Back view 

 
 
 
Technische Daten: 
Typ Part- No. Describtion Weightt 

RU-MSA-K 10629000 lifting tilting device, payload 1000 kg 1300 kg 

 6688 Setting up roll conveyor 150 kg 

 6690 Drives to elevation tilting device as incentive aid The drive is recommended 
starting from an element weight from 500kg to 

50 kg 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wollen Sie weitere Produkte 
aus unserem großen 
Fertigungsprogramm 
kennenlernen? 
 
Anruf, Fax oder Karte genügt! 
Oder unter  www.ruchser.com 

Ruchser GmbH 
Fensterbaumaschinen 

D-74336 Brackenheim (Meimsheim) 
Bahnhofstraße 49 
 
Telefon  (07135) 9827-0 
Telefax  (07135) 9827-15 

  


